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Analysis of Citizens’ Stadium Advisory Group’s (CSAG) Recommendations 

 

 

Key Findings: 

 The CSAG makes a compelling case for selection of Mission Valley as the location for a new 

stadium. CSAG underscores how the site is supported by the public, is the most cost-effective 

solution, and offers the quickest timeline to ultimate completion. 

 

 The estimates for costs are reasonable but conservative. One key risk to be managed going 

forward is to balance available resources against the desire to keep pace with the level of 

amenities offered at the most –recently opened NFL stadiums in New York, Santa Clara, Dallas, 

Atlanta and Minneapolis. 

 

 The financing plan is reasonable in its projection of revenues. 

 

 The share between public and private, if achieved, would constitute an advantageous 

arrangement for taxpayers in a mid-level market such as San Diego. 

 

 The plan’s conservative financing plans raises issues regarding the operations and maintenance 

of the facility. With nearly all revenue pledged to finance construction, the City and County of 

San Diego would need to achieve extraordinary efficiencies and generate substantial net 

revenue to ensure the stadium operates in a break-even faction and not require on-going 

subsidies from their respective general funds. 
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On May 18, 2015 the Citizens’ Stadium Advisory Group (CSAG) released its report advising that the City 

and County of San Diego enter into a new Joint Powers Agreement (JPA) and construct a $1.15 billion 

stadium complex on the site of the existing Qualcomm Stadium complex in Mission Valley. Using a 

variety of different revenue streams, the CSAG foresees generating sufficient revenues to cover 

construction of the facility without requiring new taxes. 

Over the past several months, National University System Institute for Policy Research (NUSIPR) 

researchers have examined more than 30 separate case studies of municipal and private stadium 

construction and renovation projects along with conducting an extensive literature review of the major 

works in the field. The Institute has released three separate policy briefs respectively examining 

taxpayer contributions toward new stadiums, stadium construction costs, and the electoral dynamics 

likely in a stadium advisory vote. These analysis have been shared with both the public and the CSAG 

and NUSIPR is gratified to see that the CSAG found some of the work of some use. 

This analysis examines the CSAG recommendations and is broken down into three parts.   

A)  Are the cost estimates for the new Mission Valley Stadium (MVS) reasonable? 

B) Does the CSAG’s Financing Plan generate sufficient revenues? 

C) What recommendations are offered to the City and County as they move forward?  

 

A)  The Costs of the New MVS 

The CSAG estimates that the cost of a new stadium, including land and requisite infrastructure 

(structured parking garage, plaza, and transportation improvements) would be $1.33 billion and is based 

on a construction start no later than 2018. (CSAG, pg.11). These figures include contingency funds and 

permitting costs. The CSAG references several stadium concepts previously developed and had access to 

several construction experts. 

 Stadium itself   $950 million 
 Infrastructure   $204 million 
      Subtotal         $1.154 billion  

Land Value    $180 million 
 TOTAL    $1.34 Billion 
 

The CSAG is proposing that the stadium be constructed without a roof, a feature they estimate would 

add $150 million to the cost (pg. 12). 

NUSIPR found previously that the inflation and adjusted average cost of the past 20 NFL stadiums 

constructed has been $890 million. That is generally consistent with the task force’s estimate of $950 

million. Of some concern should be that the five most recent stadiums opened or which are under 

construction (Atlanta, Minneapolis, New York, San Francisco, Dallas) cost, after adjusting for inflation 

and regional differences in construction cost, an average of $1.7 billion. Substituting Phoenix and 

Indianapolis for New York and Dallas yields an adjusted average cost of $1.4 billion.  

This comparison of costs indicates one of the key risks. NUSIPR believes it is likely that the team, the 

NFL, and other stakeholders may wish to enhance the proposed amenities at the new MVS to keep 
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pace with those being offered in the most recent stadiums. Such “plusing” has been seen at many 

other projects around the country, from exotic designs, to roof structures, to installation of advanced 

wireless networks to enhance the fan experience. A financing plan which has limited ability to 

accommodate cost increases beyond $950 million could make the project more difficult to complete 

and be a source of ongoing tension between various stakeholders in the process.  
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B) How to Pay for It?: The CSAG Financing Plan 

The CSAG has identified more than a dozen different revenue streams that could generate in excess of 

$1.4 billion in financing capacity (CSAG, pg. 13-14) over the course of 30 years. 

 Source       Revenue 

 Chargers Contribution*     $300 million 

 NFL G4-Loan      $200 million 

 Rent from the Chargers (net present value)  $173 million 

 ½ of PSL Sales**     $60 million 

 Aztecs and Bowl Game Rents    $43.2 million 

Ticket Surcharge (npv)     $84.7 million 

 Parking Surcharge (npv)     $26 million 

 Misc. Revenues (npv)     $50 million 

  Subtotal (Private Sources)    $936.9 million 

 City Contribution (npv)     $121 million 

 County Contribution (npv)    $121 million 

 Proceeds of City Land Sale    $225 million 

  Subtotal (Public Sources)    $467 million 

Subtotal (minus land value)   $1,403.90 million 

Minus cost of retiring Qualcomm expansion debt*** ($57 million) 

 TOTAL (minus land value)     $1,346.9 million 

 Total estimated Stadium Cost    $1,150 million 

 Net overage (under)     $196.9 million 

 
* The CSAG’s report indicates that the Chargers would own naming rights and ½ of PSL proceeds, assets 
with a total value of between $210 and $240 million,  which could be used to offset this obligation. 
** The report leaves as to be determined who would be responsible for PSL sales and how a shortfall 
would be covered. 
*** The CSAG (pg. 20) recommends retiring the existing Qualcomm debt, currently estimated at $57 
million without identifying a revenue source to meet this obligation. NUSIPR believes it reasonable to 
analyze the proposal as if the debt was rolled into the overall MVS financing plan and hence we deleted 
this liability from the plan’s projected revenues. 
 

Adequacy of Financing: The CSAG’s plan identifies $197 million in revenue sources above what would be 

required to construct a $1.15 billion stadium. As qualified below, NUSIPR finds these estimates of 

revenues from these various streams reasonable and consistent with other financing plans put forth in 

other cities. 
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Share of Contribution: Previous NUSIPR research found a correlation between the size of respective NFL 

markets and the percentage of stadium costs privately borne by the NFL team. This finding is consistent 

with the hypothesis that market size and wealth plays an important factor in determining the amount of 

local market revenue that can be generated from luxury boxes, club seats, and in-stadium advertising 

and, in turn, the amount of money that team owners are willing to contribute toward stadium 

construction. In wealthy and large markets like New York City, owners can reasonably expect to see a 

positive ROI even if they bear most of the cost of building a new stadium. In smaller markets, NFL 

owners will seek deals which have the public picking up a large share of the expense. These smaller 

markets have less capacity absorb the unsubsidized cost of luxury boxes or high-end club seats. In a mid-

market region like San Diego, NUSIPR estimated that the public would likely bear approximately 66% of 

the stadium costs.  

CSAG proposes a more favorable deal for taxpayers – with the public bearing 34% of the cost if one does 

not consider the value of the land and 43% of project costs if one includes the value of the underlying 

property. One justification for this is that the Chargers draw from a market much larger than just San 

Diego County. Indeed, that Chargers themselves have made this argument when explaining why a new 

team in LA would constitute a direct threat to their current business model. They have argued that 25% 

of their fans travel from outside San Diego County to view games and that they have been successful in 

developing advertising and sponsorship deals with businesses in Orange County, the Inland Empire and 

even Los Angeles County. With that caveat in mind, however, it is still the case that if the City were to 

negotiate a deal generally similar to the one CSAG proposes, it would constitute a comparatively good 

bargain for taxpayers. 

Operations and Maintenance: One of the issues NUSIPR believes is of most concern involves the 

revenues that will be required to operate and maintain the stadium. Examining the 2016 proposed City 

of San Diego Budget for the QUALCOMM Stadium fund indicates the following: 

Revenue 

Rent from Chargers and Aztecs (before all credits)  $  3,168,000  

Non Chargers/Aztec Revenues     $   3,209,809 

Subsidy from General Fund     $ 11,579,637 

Transfers in from Capital Reserves    $ 3,220,000 

 Subtotal      $ 17,957,446  

 Expense 

Bonded Debt & Capital Expenses    $ 5,200,000  

Non Capital Expenses (includes partial amt. rent credits)   $ 14,136,837 

Excluding capital expenditures (which would be eliminated with the construction of a new stadium) and 

bond payments, Qualcomm stadium seems to currently operate at a deficit of approximately $7.7 

million ($6.4 million in revenues minus $14.1 million in expenses). Excluding football rents (as noted on 

pg. 3 of this analysis the CSAG identifies rents as a possible financing sources) the operating deficit 

would increase to $10.9 million a year or $327 million, net present value, over the course of 30 years. Of 
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concern is that this number exceeds the amount ($197 million) the CSAG identified in “excess” 

financing sources.  

To make up this shortfall the proposed joint powers authority which would operate the stadium would 

either need to find operating efficiencies (thus decreasing the cost of operating the stadium), increase 

net revenue from non-football events, and/or receive additional subsidies from public sources. Prior 

stadium research suggests that except for a few outliers (Dallas and arguably Indianapolis) stadiums 

have a difficult time operating at a net profit and thus there is substantial risk that the JPA would need 

additional funds to adequately maintain and operate the new facility. 

 

C)  Going forward? 

NUSIPRs review of the literature on stadium financing plans suggests that the next period will be among 

the most critical in determining whether a new MVS is constructed and whether or not the region, 

taxpayers, and the team benefit. NUSIPR has identified the following as items where stadium plans have 

proved problematic once the decision has been made to invest public resources in building a sports 

facility. 

 

A)  Who bears the risk and reward for revenue shortfalls (and overages) in the financing plan? 

Sports stadiums take years to construct and are paid for over the course of decades. During that time 

changing economic conditions, budget assumptions, and public financing laws can radically alter 

revenue streams. As San Diegans know, the financing plan presented to voters for PETCO Park’s 

construction differs from how the construction debt is presently paid. A critical issue that will be 

addressed over the coming months is how risk is apportioned out between the City, the County, and the 

Chargers. 

While the CSAG proposal does not assume extraordinary challenges and dangers, there are still some 

risk. The proposal identifies $225 million in revenue from the sale of 75 acres on the site. There are a 

variety of risks with that transaction, including litigation and future real estate conditions. Likewise, 

while NUSIPR believes that it will be possible to sell $120 million in PSLs or secure $150 million in naming 

rights there are no guarantees and it remains to be negotiated who will bear the downside and upside 

risks as future market forces determines the pricing for those assets..  

B) Lease Provisions 

Cities such as Saint Louis, Cincinnati, and Indianapolis have all experienced difficulties in dealing with 

clauses in their stadium leases that require ongoing capital investments. Other cities have been 

confronted with onerous rent credit provisions, requiring costly revisions to financing plans and 

additional public investment. A challenge for the City is how to negotiate in private while still vetting 

provisions of the contract in public with enough time (and limited emotional investment in the draft) so 

as to avoid pitfalls. Arguably this was not done with the infamous Chargers “ticket guarantee” – a lease 

provision that was largely overlooked at the time but which created perverse incentives for both 

taxpayers, the team, and fans.   
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C) Balancing Stadium amenities with Revenues. 

The cost of NFL-stadiums has been rapidly increasing and facilities deemed “Superbowl worthy” just a 

few years ago are now being called sub-par and requiring additional renovations and remodeling. If the 

goal of the CSAG and the City is to build a stadium that is able to host major international events such as 

Superbowls, it will be critical to determine how to balance budgetary constraints with those. Simply put, 

$950 million may simply be not enough to compete with stadiums being built with more money and in 

places where it is generally cheaper to build. San Diego’s natural advantages and weather during 

February are an advantage – but perhaps less than they have been in the past as the NFL has found ways 

to host successful Superbowls in cold climates. 

D)  Operations and Maintenance 

As noted above, the CSAG’s plan may create a challenge in respect to adequately maintaining the new 

facility and operating it in a way as to reduce pressure on the City and County’s General Funds. While it 

is probable that a new facility would attract more events then the present stadium and that net 

revenues from these events could help defray expenses, the track record of stadiums operating in the 

red suggests this will be difficult.  It behooves City and County negotiators and stadium experts to 

ensure that they have identified funding sources adequate to cover operations and maintenance 

expenses prior to committing all football lease revenues toward the construction financing plan. 


